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ABSTRACT
Reverse transcription of hepatitis B virus (HBV)
pregenomic RNA is essential for virus replication. In
the ®rst step of this process, HBV reverse transcriptase binds to the highly conserved encapsidation
signal, epsilon (e), situated near the 5¢ end of the
pregenome. e has been predicted to form a bulged
stem±loop with the apical stem capped by a hexa±
loop. After the initial binding to this apical stem±
loop, the reverse transcriptase synthesizes a 4 nt
primer using the bulge as a template. Here we
present mutational and structural data from NMR on
the apical stem±loop of e. Application of new
isotope-labeling techniques (13C/15N/2H-U-labeling)
allowed resolution of many resonance overlaps and
an extensive structural data set could be derived.
The NMR data show that, instead of the predicted
hexa±loop, the apical stem is capped by a stable
UGU tri±loop closed by a C-G base pair, followed by
a bulged out C. The apical stem contains therefore
two unpaired pyrimidines (C1882 and U1889), rather
than one as was predicted, spaced by 6 nt. C1882,
the 3¢ neighbour to the G of the loop-closing C-G
base pair, is completely bulged out, while U1889 is
at least partially intercalated into the stem. Analysis
of 205 of our own HBV sequences and 1026 strains
from the literature, covering all genotypes, reveals a
high degree of conservation of e. In particular, the
residues essential for this fold are either totally
conserved or show rare non-disruptive mutations.
These data strongly indicate that this fold is essential for recognition by the reverse transcriptase.
INTRODUCTION
The hepatitis B virus (HBV) belongs to the family
Hepadnaviridae, which comprises a group of highly speciesspeci®c DNA viruses (1±4). HBV is the smallest human DNA

virus and has a very compact genome (Fig. 1, top). It replicates
via an intermediate reverse transcription step. After transcription of HBV DNA by the host RNA polymerase II, the
pregenomic RNA is transported into the cytoplasm and
encapsidated into immature core particles together with
HBV reverse transcriptase. Encapsidation is one of the key
features in HBV replication and is triggered by the binding of
HBV reverse transcriptase to the encapsidation signal, epsilon
(e), a 60-nt bulged stem±loop located at the 5¢ end of the RNA
pregenome (Fig. 1, bottom). The same sequence is also present
at the 3¢ end (Fig. 1, bottom), but this copy does not seem to be
essential for viral replication (1). The HBV reverse transcriptase binds to the apical stem±loop of the 5¢ e and a 4-nt
DNA primer is synthesized from the bulge within e. The
primer±reverse transcriptase complex is subsequently translocated to the primer-binding site within DR1 at the 3¢ end of
the pregenome, where DNA synthesis starts (2,3).
Due to the lack of proofreading during reverse transcription,
the mutation rate of these viruses would be expected to be
high, and similar to that of retroviruses. This tendency toward
a high mutation rate is counteracted, however, by the extreme
compactness of the genome, with its extensively overlapping
reading frames and lack of non-coding regions (4). In fact, the
apparent in vivo mutation rate of the partially double-stranded
HBV genome has been found to be very low (5,6). The HBV
mutations that have been described (point mutations and
deletions) are often located in speci®c genomic regions and
are believed to confer advantages on the virus through
immune escape. Deletions have been suggested to arise
mechanistically through faulty reverse transcription (7).
Several HBV genotypes (A±G) have been described. They
have >8% sequence divergence and differ from each other in
replication, clinical features and geographical origin.
Genotype A differs from the other genotypes in one region
especially, the precore gene, which partly overlaps with e
(Fig. 1, top, gray box). With the exception of two nucleotide
positions differing in genotype A (1850 and 1858), the
sequence of e seems generally conserved between HBV
genotypes. To further investigate the extent of the in vivo
sequence conservation of e, we analyzed 205 of our own HBV
sequences and 1026 strains from the literature.
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laboratory and the remaining 1026 were taken from the
literature. Of these, 14 strains had been isolated from
non-human primates (®ve chimpanzee, ®ve gibbon, one
gorilla, two orangutan and one woolly monkey).
RNA sample preparation
Unlabeled and (13C; 15N; 1¢, 3¢, 4¢, 5¢, 5¢¢-2H)-U-labeled RNAsamples of the sequence 5¢-GGCCUCCAAGCUGUGCCUUGGGUGGCC-3¢ were transcribed from a synthetic DNA
template using T7 RNA polymerase (12±14). (13C; 15N; 1¢, 3¢,
4¢, 5¢, 5¢¢-2H)-labeled UTP for the U-labeled sample was
synthesized by using the in vitro method as previously
described (14) (for a review see 15). Large-scale transcription
was carried out in 40 ml reaction mixes. Puri®cation was
carried out on 20% polyacrylamide sequencing gels containing 8 M urea. Subsequently, the RNA was electroeluted,
desalted on an Econo-Pac 10 DG column (BioRad) and freezedried. The RNA samples were ®nally dissolved in 300 ml of
100 mM NaCl and 0.1 mM EDTA giving NMR samples with
concentrations of 0.5 mM (unlabeled) and 0.15 mM (labeled).
NMR spectroscopy

Figure 1. HBV genome. Top, schematic diagram of the partially doublestranded genome of HBV showing + and ± (coding) strands (center). Four
different sizes of main RNA transcripts are shown (periphery), all of which
have different initiation sites, but a common termination site (arrowheads).
The pregenomic RNA (originally called 3.5 kb RNA, but really 3.3 kb
large) carries a terminal redundancy of ~130 nt, and one copy of the 60-nt e
forms at each end within the region of sequence overlap (shaded box).
Bottom, a schematic linear diagram of the RNA pregenome showing the
two copies of e.

e has been the subject of several secondary structure
prediction studies (7±10), which all predict a stem±loop fold.
Enzymatic probing studies have con®rmed this conformation
(9). However, no structural analysis at molecular detail has as
yet been carried out and several features, such as the loop fold,
remain uncertain.
Here, we present the fold of the apical loop of e derived
from NMR data on a 27-nt RNA sequence mimicking the
apical stem±loop part of e. Application of new isotopelabeling techniques (13C/15N/2H-U-labeling) made near complete assignments possible and an extensive data set of
structural information was derived, including many crucial
unambiguously assigned NOE (Nuclear Overhauser Effect)
contacts. We also present a mutational analysis of e in 1231
HBV strains, covering all genotypes, to ®rmly establish the
in vivo relevance of the NMR-derived e fold.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hepatitis B virus strains
The precore sequences [nucleotides 1814±1900, numbering by
Okamoto et al. (11)] from 1231 HBV strains were studied.
These strains had been characterized from patients with a wide
variety of clinical diagnoses, ranging from acute hepatitis or
healthy chronic carriership to fulminant hepatitis, cirrhosis
and hepatocellular carcinoma. All seven HBV genotypes
(A±G) were represented; 205 strains were characterized in our

All 1H-1H and 1H-13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DRX-600 spectrometer with a Bruker xyz-gradient TXI probe,
unless stated otherwise. The 1D and 2D spectra in 90%
H2O/10% D2O were recorded on the unlabeled sample at
275 K. The 2D NOESY spectra of the imino region were
recorded with 100 ms mixing time. A jump-return sequence
was used for water suppression (16).
Spectra of the unlabeled sample in D2O were recorded at
298 K. 2D NOESY spectra (150, 300 and 500 ms mixing
times), homonuclear DIPSY-TOCSY (17) (45 and 90 ms
mixing times) and DQF-COSY spectra were recorded. Natural
abundance 1H-13C HMQC (18,19) and natural abundance
1H-13C HMBC spectra (20) were recorded using a Bruker
z-gradient TXI cryo probe. The HMBC was recorded with
selective decoupling of the H2¢ resonances. The transfer delay
for conversion of in-phase to multiple-quantum coherence was
set to 66.76 ms, which leads to maximum transfer for JCH =
7.6 Hz. Note that, by setting the transfer delay to this value, the
H5-C4/6 and H6-C4/2 cross peaks become negative due to
evolution of the JH5H6 coupling.
On the (13C; 15N; 1¢, 3¢, 4¢, 5¢, 5¢¢-2H)-U-labeled sample all
spectra were recorded in D2O. 13C-decoupled 2D NOESY
spectra were recorded with 80, 200 and 400 ms mixing times
at 301 K. The 1H-13C HMQC spectrum was recorded at 301 K.
A modi®ed HMQC-NOESY-HMQC experiment (21) was
recorded with a 200 ms mixing time at 298 K, using the cryo
probe. This experiment allows selection for, or suppression of,
13C-bound protons in f and/or f (22). Four data sets were
1
2
acquired in an interleaved manner with alternate phases
(Y1,Y2 = x, x; x, ±x; ±x, x; ±x, ±x), where Y1 and Y2 are the
phases of the second 90° carbon pulse in the 13C (f1) and 13C
(f2) ®lter, respectively. Addition and/or subtraction of the four
data sets (23) resulted in the ®nal 13C-®ltered spectra.
1H-31P HMBC spectra (24) were recorded on a Bruker
AMX-500 spectrometer with a Bruker TBI probe at 297 K for
both unlabeled and labeled samples. Spectra were recorded
with 33 ms transfer delay with acquisition starting directly
after the second 31P 90° pulse, i.e. no refocusing delay was
used.
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Proton and carbon shifts were calibrated against 4,4dimethyl 4-silapentane sodium sulfonate (DSS). Phosphorus
resonances were calibrated against external tri-methyl phosphate (TMP), using the IUPAC referencing number (25).
Calibration against 85% phosphoric acid can be obtained by
adding 3.456 p.p.m. to the TMP-calibrated phosphorus shifts
(26). All spectra were processed using XWINNMR. All 2D
spectra were collected in a phase-sensitive mode via the
STATES-TPPI method, and processed accordingly. The 1H31P HMBC spectra were processed in magnitude mode in f to
2
remove phase distortions.
NMR assignment and analysis
To improve resonance assignment and extraction of structural
parameters, the standard methods (23,27) were complemented
by application of new isotope-labeling techniques involving
deuteration of U residues. In addition, thanks to cryoprobe
technology, through-bond H2-H8 and sugar±base correlations
could be obtained via H-C correlation spectroscopy at
natural abundance, instead of triple-resonance spectroscopy
on 13C/15N-labeled samples.
(13C; 15N;

5¢¢-2H)-labeled

Application of
1¢, 3¢, 4¢, 5¢,
U
residues. The (13C; 15N; 1¢, 3¢, 4¢, 5¢, 5¢¢-2H)-labeling of the U
residues of the stem±loop sequence (14) removes all H1¢, H3¢H5¢/¢¢ resonances from the spectra leading to considerable
spectral simpli®cation. Many cross peaks were assigned via
combinations of spectra. Firstly, the NOESY spectra of
labeled and unlabeled samples were compared. In this way
H2¢, H3¢ and important H4¢/H5¢/H5¢¢ resonances and many
sequential NOE contacts could reliably be identi®ed, e.g. in
the loop region (14). The HMQC of the labeled sample was
used to assign the uridine H2¢ and C2¢ resonances. Secondly,
13C-®ltered NOESY spectra (21±23) extended/con®rmed
resonance assignments and extended/con®rmed NOE contacts. Finally, the phosphorus resonances in the H-P HMBC
spectrum that are separated from the bulk are in the standard
method assigned via their through-bond connections to the 3¢,
4¢ and 5¢/5¢¢ protons, previously identi®ed in the TOCSY and/
or 500 ms NOESY spectra. These assignments could now be
con®rmed and extended to all phosphorus resonances of U
residues by comparison with the H-P HMBC spectrum of the
U-labeled sample.
Sugar puckering. The fraction of N-puckering, fN, was
calculated from the JH1¢-H2¢-couplings according to the
equation JH1¢-H2¢ = fNJN + (1 ± fN)JS, where JN and JS, the J
coupling values for pure N- and S-pucker sugars, respectively,
were taken to be 1.2 and 8.0 Hz (28). The JH1¢-H2¢ couplings
were measured from the splitting on the H6 (f1)-H1¢(f2) inphase cross peaks in the 500 ms NOESY spectrum.
Derivation of backbone angles. The 31P shifts were used to
derive ranges on the backbone torsion angles (23,26,28).
When the 31P shift (d31P) lies in the usual range for helix
residues, i.e. between ±3.5 and ±4.6 p.p.m. (referenced with
respect to external TMP), the backbone has the regular helix
conformation and the backbone torsion angles e, z, a and b
have regular helix values (23,26,28). Down®eld shifts are
often but not necessarily attributable to changes in the
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backbone angles next or penultimate to the phosphorus in
question (e, z, a and b).
Glycosidic torsion angles. The glycosidic torsion angles were
determined from a combination of three different types of data.
Firstly, the H1¢-H6/8 and H2¢-C6/8 NOE intensities (28)
provided broad ranges for the glycosidic torsion angles (for
Ê < dH1¢H6/8 < 3.6 A
Ê , while for 260° <
150° < c < 340°, 3.3 A
Ê , independent of sugar puckering).
c < 340°, dH2¢H6/8 < 2.5 A
Secondly, the H2¢ and H3¢ chemical shifts provided
additional information (29). Thirdly, the intensity of the H1¢C6/8 and H1¢-C2/4 cross peaks in the natural abundance 1H13C HMBC spectrum. When the H1¢-C6/8 cross peak is more
intense than the H1¢-C2/4 cross peak, the c angle is within
anti-range (J.Schleucher, S.Flodell, B.Wu and S.Wijmenga,
unpublished).
RESULTS
Analysis of HBV strains
There was a large degree of homology between the e
sequences of the 1231 strains analyzed (Fig. 2). Genotypic
variations without any foreseeable impact on the stability of
the e stem±loop, unless combined with additional mutations,
included 1850 U®A in genotype A strains and 1858 U®C
in genotype A and F strains. Two stem-stabilizing G®A
mutations at positions 1896 and 1899, which have been widely
described in the literature, were found in a large number of
strains. The former mutation causes the well described
premature translational stop in the precore gene [precore
codon 28: AGG (30)]. In 11 of the 14 strains isolated from
animals, G1896 was changed to U instead, thereby creating a
stem disruption but not the translational stop codon often seen
in human strains.
Some variability was found in the bulge region. The lower
part of the stem between the unpaired pyrimidines was
conserved, with the exception of a G®A mutation at position
1888, changing the predicted base pairing from U-G to U-A
and thereby increasing the stability of the upper stem. In
addition, a stem-disrupting change from G to C at position
1891 has been described in one patient after direct sequencing
of a single PCR product (31). At position 1887, two groups
have reported a stem-disrupting G®A mutation in one of 263
and one of 42 healthy carriers, respectively (32,33). The same
authors also reported mutations at positions 1873 and 1874,
each mutation being found in a single strain. Nucleotide 1876
G, forming part of the stabilizing base pair G-C under the
apical loop predicted by secondary structure programs, has
been reported to be changed to A in strains from two chronic
HBV patients (31,34).
In seven strains isolated from human patients and in four
primate strains, position 1877 had a U instead of C. At
positions 1878±1880 (UGU) in the predicted apical loop, only
one of 1231 strains appeared to have been changed (33) and
nucleotides 1882 C and 1883 C were both completely
conserved among all the strains analyzed.
NMR analysis
Resonance and NOE assignments. A continuous set of
sequential connectivities could be seen in the NOESY
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Figure 2. The secondary structure of e as predicted most often by secondary
structure programs. The numbered positions have had at least one mutation
(shown by gray lettering) described among 1025 HBV strains from the
literature, and/or observed by us in 205 strains. Mutations shown in
parentheses have been seen in fewer than three strains. Asterisks show a
coincidental double base-pairing mutation in one strain. Numbering according to Okamoto et al. (11).

spectrum (Fig. 3) between the 11 imino proton resonances,
resulting in a complete sequential assignment of the imino
resonances. Standard proton-based methods were employed to
obtain the initial assignments of the non-exchangeable protons
H1¢, H6/8, H5 and H2 (Supplementary Material, Figs S1±S4
and S9). These assignments were checked via through-bond
H-C correlations in natural abundance 1H-13C-HMQC (Figs
S5 and S6) and 1H-13C-HMBC spectra (Figs S7 and S8) using
cryo probe technology.
Extension of the 1H resonance assignments to H2¢ to H5¢/5¢¢
is notoriously dif®cult due to extensive resonance overlap
(27,29). Here, only some H2¢ and H3¢ resonances could be
identi®ed via their correlation to the H1¢ in the COSY/TOCSY
spectra using these standard techniques (Fig. S4). The new
2H/13C/15N-labeling of uridine residues (see Materials and
Methods), located at structurally crucial positions, resolved
most of the overlap problems, and assignments could reliably
be extended to include many of the sugar proton resonances,
as well as to carbon and phosphorus resonances. Since only the
H2¢ of these deuterated uridine is visible in the sugar region,
many assignments could be obtained by comparison of the
NOESY (14), 1H-13C-HMQC and 1H-31P-HMBC spectra
(Fig. S10) of the unlabeled and labeled samples. The strength
of this approach is well demonstrated by the 13C-®ltered
NOESY spectra (Fig. 4). These spectra established the NOE
contacts between 13C-bound and 13C-bound protons (Fig. 4A),
between 12C-bound (f1) and 13C-bound (f2) protons (Fig. 4B),
between 13C-bound and 12C-bound protons (Fig. 4C)
and between 12C-bound and 12C-bound protons (Fig. 4D). A
complete list of assignments is shown in the Supplementary
Material (Table S1).
Sugar puckering, glycosidic torsion angles and backbone
torsion angles. The quantitative analysis (see Materials and
Methods and Table S2) shows that the helix residues have

Figure 3. 1D and 2D imino spectra of the 27 nt NMR sequence of the
apical loop in e are shown. Eleven peaks are seen, indicating 11 bp in the
NMR sequence. Drawn arrowed lines indicate the sequential walk between
the imino protons of neighboring base pairs.

N-puckered sugars, and that deviations occur in special
regions of the sequence. In the loop region, residues G13
and U14 are nearly completely S-puckered, while C11 and
U12 have ~50% N-puckering; the base-paired G15 is fully
N-puckered and the bulge residue, C16, is nearly fully
N-puckered. Around the unpaired residue U23, U23 itself
and G22 show ~50% N-puckering. All glycosidic torsion
angles were found to lie within anti-range.
All 31P shifts for helix residues fall into the helical range
(see Materials and Methods), indicating regular A-helix
backbone conformations for these residues (Table S1 and
Fig. S10). In the loop region encompassed by C11-P-U12-PG13-P-U14-P-G15, only the 31P shifts of G13-P-U14
(±3.34 p.p.m.) falls just outside the regular helix range (±3.5
to ±4.6 p.p.m.), while U12-P-G13 (±3.57 p.p.m.) falls just
within the helical region. Thus, in the loop region, only the
backbone angles e, z or a between G13 and U14 (and possibly
between U12 and G13) may deviate slightly from regular helix
values. Around the bulged residue C16 (C1882), the phosphate C16-P-C17 below the bulge shows the largest down®eld
shift of all the 31P resonances. That only the 3¢-phosphorus is
down®eld shifted is a usual observation for bulge residues
(35,36). This suggests that the bulging out rotation is affected
by the e, z, a and b angles on the 3¢ side and by g, b on the 5¢
side. Around the unpaired residue U23 (U1889), only the
phosphorus on the 5¢ side shows a slight down®eld shift,
although it still falls within the regular helix range. It is more
unusual that only the 5¢-phosphorus of a bulge is shifted, but it
has been observed (37). This shift is smaller than for those
around C16 (C1882), indicating smaller deviations from
regular helix values.
Deviations from regular helix proton shifts. Proton chemical
shifts are very sensitive to conformational changes and can in
RNA be back-calculated with good accuracy, i.e. with an
r.m.s.d. 0.08 p.p.m. (29). They are therefore good indicators
for deviations from regular helix conformation. If no shift
deviations >~0.1 p.p.m. are present, the residue in question has
a standard helix conformation (29). The average deviations of
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Figure 4. X-®ltering. 13C-®ltered NOESY spectra of the 2H/13C/15N-U-labeled sample, demonstrating the spectral simpli®cation and improved identi®cation
of NOE contacts achieved via this new labeling method, where speci®c deuteration is combined with speci®c 13C-labeling of crucial residue types. Because in
the U residues only H2¢ are left on the ribose, otherwise inaccessible NOEs can now speci®cally be assigned. Subspectrum (A) shows the NOE contacts
between 13C-bound (f1) and 13C-bound (f2) protons, e.g. between uridine H2¢ and H6 protons (either intra-residue or inter-residue). The intra-residue H6/8-H2¢
of U12, U14 and U23 can be seen, because they are partially or completely S-puckered, in contrast to the other U residues (Table S2). In addition, an intense
sequential contact is seen between H6 of U19 and H2¢ of U18. Subspectrum (B) shows cross peaks between 12C-bound protons (f1) and 13C-bound protons
(f2). In the H6/8 (f1)-H2¢ (f2) region (below the diagonal), two intense cross peaks are seen. They are the sequential H6/8i-H2¢i±1 of C6-U5 and G20-U19. The
two weaker cross peaks are the sequential H6/8i-H2¢i±1 of G13-U12 and G24-U23. In the H6/8 (f2)-H2¢ (f1) region (above the diagonal), sequential cross
peaks from H2¢i±1 (f1) to H6/8i (f2) can be seen, i.e. from C4-U5, G13-U14, C17-U18 and, weakly, G22-U23. Subspectrum (C) shows cross peaks between
13C-bound protons (f ) and 12C-bound protons (f ). Subspectra C and B are symmetry-related, i.e. each cross peak in C appears in B on the opposite side of
1
2
the diagonal. Subspectrum (D) shows the 12C-bound-to-12C-bound contacts, i.e. the NOE contacts between the non-U residues. Note the crowded H2¢-H5¢/5¢¢
region.

the observed H6/8, H5, H2, H1¢ and H2¢ shifts from standard
helix values are shown in Figure S11.
Three groups of residues show deviations >0.1 p.p.m. First,
the deviations seen for 5¢-end G1 and G2 and 3¢-end C27 are
probably caused by end-fraying effects. Secondly, U5, G21
and U23 show large deviations. U23 is the unpaired residue
and deviations are expected here. Its H5 proton has a shift of
5.85 p.p.m., slightly up ®eld from the random coil shift
[6.04 p.p.m. (29)]. Thus, the base of U23 still experiences
some ring current effects from neighboring bases (usually on
the 5¢ side), suggesting that U23 may be partially intercalated
in the stem. U5 is located cross-strand from U23, and G21 is
penultimate from U23. Thirdly, all residues in the loop region
(C10±C16) show deviations from regular helix values, with
the proposed bulge residue C16 showing the largest deviations. The H5 resonance of C16 has near random coil shift
(29). This strongly suggests that the C16 bulge lies outside of
the helix, as it does not experience the ring currents from the
bases of the ¯anking residues.

Folding of the apical stem±loop
This extensive and reliable set of structural parameters, NOE
contacts, torsion angles and chemical shifts was used to derive
a schematic model for the folding of the apical stem±loop of
HBV e (Fig. 5).
Epsilon is capped by a UGU tri±loop with a CG closing base
pair. The 11 peaks in the imino spectra show that 11 base pairs
are formed in the stem (Fig. 3). Together with the sequential
NOE contacts between the imino protons (Fig. 3), this shows
that a UGU tri±loop is formed with a CG closing base pair.
The apical tri±loop shows 5¢-3¢ helical sequential NOE
contacts. The following NOE contacts are observed.
(i) Sequential 5¢-3¢ H1¢-H6/8 NOE contacts from C11 (stem)
up to U14 (Fig. 5) and a NOE from H1¢ C11 to H5 U12.
(ii) Sequential 5¢-3¢ H2¢-H6/8 contacts observed in the
NOESY spectra of the labeled sample (Fig. 4) (14).
(iii) Sequential base-to-base contacts (Fig. S3). Together,
these NOE contacts suggest that the residues C11, U12, G13
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resonances, was whether the bulge was C16 (C1882) or C17
(C1883). The uncertainty could be resolved, after assignment
of the non-exchangeable protons, via the 1H-31P HMBC
spectrum, because the H3¢ of G15 was found to be J-coupled to
the same phosphorus as H5¢/5¢¢ of residue C16 (Fig. S10). This
assignment was also found to be consistent with the sequential
NOEs between non-exchangeable protons.
NOE contacts between H8 of G15-H1¢ and H5 of C17 are
visible. No H6/8-H6/8 NOE contacts are seen between G15
and C16 or between C16 and C17. H1¢ and H5 of C16 possess
random coil values (29) (Table S1). In contrast, H5 of C17,
which is in¯uenced by ring currents from the 5¢ neighbor
(G15), has a helix shift value, indicating a position for the base
nearly as in a regular helix. Taken together these data show a
completely bulged out C16 and that the base pair C11-G15
completely stacks through the bulge onto the base pair
G10-C17.

Figure 5. Schematic fold of the apical stem±loop of e. In the loop and
bulges, important structural features are indicated, such as sugar puckering
(green box, >40% S; blue box, <40% S; white box, N), non-helical phosphorus shifts (red circles) and NOE contacts (solid lines). Dotted lines indicate weaker contacts. Thick red lines indicate imino±imino contacts. The
contact between H8 G22 and H8 G24 is very weak, making it uncertain
whether it is a true contact or a noise peak. The H1¢ G22 to H6 U23 could
not be seen due to overlap between H1¢ G22 and H5 U23. However, the
H2¢ G22 to H6 U23 NOE is clearly visible (data not shown). The 31P with
resonances slightly shifted from the bulk (Materials and Methods) are indicated in red.

and U14 stack upon each other. Although these observations
are typical for a loop where the base stacking is continuous in
the 5¢-3¢ direction going from the stem into the loop, structure
calculations have to show the exact nature of the base
conformations in the tri±loop.
No sequential NOEs are seen between U14 and G15, except
for H8 G15 to U14 H4¢ and U14 H5¢/5¢¢, observed in the 500 ms
NOESY. Furthermore, the H4¢ and H5¢/5¢¢ resonances of U14
are shifted to values lower than 4.0 p.p.m. This shows that the
sugar of U14 is located over the base of G15, so that the sugar
resonances experience strong ring current effects (38), creating
a turn in the backbone. Usually this turn is brought about by a
trans g angle of the G15 residue. The overlap in the NOESY or
COSY spectra makes it impossible to directly determine the
G15 g angle from JH4¢H5¢ couplings. However, no deviating
phosphorus resonance is present in the backbone between U14
and G15, indicating that the angles e, z and a have normal
values. This leaves only the g angle to affect the turn.
The bulged residue is C16 and it is completely bulged out.
The remaining ambiguity, after assignment of the imino

The unpaired uridine is partially intercalated in the stem. The
conformation around the unpaired residue U23 (U1889)
follows from the observed NOE contacts. An NOE contact
is seen between the imino protons of G24 and U5, which
would not be possible with U23 completely intercalated
between G22 and G22. On the other hand, there are regular
5¢-3¢ sequential contacts between H1¢/H2¢ G22 to H6 U23 and
H1¢/H2¢ U23 to G24 H8. In addition, H6 U23 contacts H8 G24
and H8 G22 (Fig. S3). These latter data indicate at least partial
stacking and partial intercalation. The near random coil shift
of the H5 of U23 indicates that the U23 base is rotated away
from its 5¢ neighbour G22. Furthermore, there is a weak NOE
contact between H8 G22 and H8 G24. This suggests that U23
is intercalated, but rotated away from a regular stack, allowing the NOE contact between G22-G24. Consistently, the
G22-P-U23 and U23-P-G24 phosphorus shifts are inside or on
the edge of the normal helix region, suggesting no dramatic
changes in the backbone torsion angles.
DISCUSSION
HBV replicates via reverse transcription of its pregenomic
RNA. A highly conserved bulged stem±loop (e) at the 5¢ end
of the pregenomic RNA is essential for encapsidation and
replication. Here we studied the fold of the apical stem±loop
of e by NMR using new isotope labeling techniques and
through-bond correlation at natural abundance using cryo
probe technology. The 2H/13C/15N-U-labeling in the study of e
demonstrates the spectral simpli®cation, con®rmed the assignments, resolved ambiguities in crowded regions and provided
many NOE contacts. This type of labeling is crucial for NMR
studies of larger RNA systems.
The NMR data show that the loop region, which caps the
stem, folds into a UGU tri±loop with a CG closing base pair
(Figs 5 and 6). In the stem underlying the tri±loop, the
unpaired residue C16 (C1882) is completely bulged out, while
the unpaired residue U23 (1889) is partly intercalated. C16
and U23 are spaced 6 bp apart. A large number of NOE
contacts (Fig. 5) and narrow resonances were observed
throughout the loop region, which are all accounted for (e.g.
Fig. 4). This indicates no conformational exchange at the ms
time-scale region or at slower time-scales, suggesting a stable
and well de®ned loop. In agreement with this, thermodynamic
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Figure 6. Comparison between the predicted (A) and the new proposed fold
(B) of the HBV e apical stem±loop is shown. Instead of the previously
described hexa±loop, our data support a UGU tri±loop with a CG closing
base pair and a C-bulge.

studies on a series of tri±loops have shown that U-rich
tri±loops with a CG closing base pair are highly stable (39).
In view of this we hypothesize that the loop fold is essential
for the recognition by the reverse transcriptase. If so,
mutations in the HBV strains should be structurally silent. In
the next section we consider the mutations in the 1231
analyzed HBV strains in the light of this hypothesis.
Mutations in the apical stem±loop region of e
Both the primary sequence and secondary structure of e are
apparently very well conserved (Fig. 2). However, some
important mutations have been observed in the loop region
[e.g. 1878 U®A, (33)], and in the closing base pair (1877
C®U; 1881 G®C/U). The 1878 U®A mutation does not
affect the loop stability signi®cantly, since both a U and an A
residue at the 5¢ end of the tri±loop result in stable tri±loops
(39). The 1877 C®U mutation, which creates a UG
closing base pair, has been seen in several strains (32,33;
K. Kidd-Ljunggren, unpublished data). Although a UG base
pair is not as stable as a CG base pair in the context of a regular
A-helix, it still forms a stable closing base pair of the tri±loop
(39). It might be suf®ciently stable under intracellular
conditions to keep the bulged C in the correct position.
Furthermore, there is structural evidence for the formation of
such a tri±loop. A tri±loop with a UG trans-wobble closing
base pair and a bulged U has been described for one of the
loops in the internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) in the
hepatitis C virus genome (40,41). However, the folding
patterns of the IRES loop seem to differ considerably from the
folding of the e apical loop.
Two rare mutations (1881 G®C/U and 1876 G®A) have
been observed (<3 out of 1231 strains) that could potentially
disrupt the stable UGU-tri±loop fold with bulged out C
observed here. However, observation of these rare mutations
may be an experimental artifact of the PCR method used.
Amplifying a region of viral DNA by PCR may introduce
mutations, a rare occurrence, but more frequent if polymerases
without proofreading capacity are used. This risk is increased
if nested PCR techniques are used in order to detect very low
levels of viral DNA. Samples containing low levels of DNA
showed a greater variability in sequences when they were
reampli®ed and sequenced, than samples with high levels of
DNA (42).
Alternatively, rare mutations could occur during the reverse
transcription of a viable virus, creating non-viable virus
particles. In addition, a `non-viable' mutant strain might still
be able to replicate if complemented by a wild-type strain. It is
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not known what proportion of wild-type strains is necessary to
complement mutated strains in order to ensure viable viral
replication. These can then only exist in the presence of wildtype strains. Direct sequencing of PCR products from such a
sample without an intermediate cloning step is often used. The
resulting sequence is generally believed to represent the most
prevalent clone present in the sample, but it does not
necessarily have to be the case.
Although these mutations create unusual and rather
unstable base pairs, their formation cannot be excluded. The
1881 G®C/U mutations (31) create a CC or CU closing base
pair in the proposed apical loop fold. Unusual pyrimidine±
pyrimidine closing base pairs have been observed (43,44). In
addition, the C-UGU-G loop is highly stable [±2.2 kcal/mol
(39)] and the free energy penalty incurred by formation of CC
or CU instead of a CG closing base pair might be insuf®cient
to disrupt the tri±loop. The second rare mutation from G to A
at position 1876 creates an AC base pairing in the stem
directly below the closing base pair of the proposed apical
loop. Whereas the stability of the stem may be affected by this
mutation in both of these strains, the stable CG closing base
pair remains intact (31,34). In any case, whatever the actual
events during replication might be, the fact that the mutations
are very rare makes them likely to hamper, if not abolish,
recognition by the reverse transcriptase.
In conclusion, we observe that the structure of the upper
stem±loop of e is conserved among all known human HBV
strains. Thus, evolutionary pressure maintains this structure in
viable human HBV, strongly suggesting that it is critical for
recognition. Beyond the scope of the present study, it is of
interest to consider some aspects of the subsequent binding
process. The reverse transcriptase recognizes and binds to e
(1±3,45) and subsequently, encapsidation, primer synthesis,
translocation and then DNA synthesis take place (1±3,45).
This process also requires cellular chaperones. For human
HBV, as yet no in vitro studies can be carried out on the reverse
transcriptase binding to e. Such studies have been done using
an in vitro reconstituted duck reverse transcriptase HBV (45).
They show, via chemical probing, that in the primer competent
complex, the upper stem±loop of e has melted, at least in part,
in both duck and heron HBV. In light of the above and the
function of a polymerase, it seems likely that for human HBV
after initial recognition of the conserved structure of free e,
also subsequently structural changes occur in e. Interestingly,
duck reverse transcriptase recognizes both duck e, with a well
de®ned upper stem±loop structure, though different from
human HBV, as well as heron e, where several of the base pairs
in the upper stem are non-canonical and may be absent. Thus,
in the in vitro system the exact structure of the upper-stem loop
of e does not seem critical (45). This raises interesting
questions about potential differences in the recognition and
binding process. More studies are needed to de®ne the exact
nature of the binding process. We ®nally note that irrespective
of the exact nature of binding process the conservation of the
structure of the upper stem±loop of free e in human HBV
makes it an interesting target for potential anti-viral drugs.
CONCLUSION
The NMR data show that, instead of the predicted hexa±loop,
a stable well de®ned UGU tri±loop is formed with a CG
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closing base pair (Figs 5 and 6). In the stem underlying the
tri±loop, the unpaired residue C16 (C1882) is completely
bulged out, while the unpaired residue U23 (1889) is partly
intercalated. C16 and U23 are spaced 6 bp apart. Analysis of
mutations in 1231 human HBV strains, covering all human
HBV genotypes, strongly suggests that this fold is conserved
in vivo. We therefore propose that the fold of the apical
stem±loop is essential for recognition of the HBV reverse
transcriptase. The structural information on e from this study
complemented with residual dipolar couplings will be used to
derive a detailed three-dimensional structure of e. Knowing
the three-dimensional structure will help in the screening for
small molecules that can bind to e, thereby preventing viral
replication. This might lead to the discovery of new, more
ef®cient antiviral agents against hepatitis B.
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